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Twelve Angry Jurors 
Audition Sides – Jurors #3 and #4 and #8 
 
JUROR NO. THREE (Male or female): A strong, forceful, extremely opinionated 
person within whom can be detected a streak of sadism and a complete lack of 
empathy. Also, a humorless person who is intolerant of opinions other than his or her 
own, and accustomed to forcing their wishes and views upon others. Has achieved 
great financial success as an insurance broker, has a big house, a luxury car, a 
beautiful family, and everything in life has gone his or her way.  Believes to be an 
expert on any and every subject. (161 lines) 
 
JUROR NO. FOUR (Male or female): A person of wealth and position, and a 
practiced speaker who presents well at all times. Seems to feel a little bit above the 
rest of the jurors. His/Her only concern is with the facts in this case, and he/she is 
appalled with the behavior of the others. (134 lines) 
 
JUROR NO. EIGHT (Male): He’s an architect. He is a quiet, thoughtful, patient 
man can look at all sides of every question, constantly seeking the truth. As he does 
in his professional work, he approaches all problems and challenges methodically and 
with discipline. He is a man of quiet strength tempered with compassion. He’s a 
strong believer in the system, and wants to see it work properly. He is a man who 
wants justice to be done, and will fight to see that it is. (174 lines) 
 
FOUR. He went to a neighborhood store and bought a switchblade knife. The 
storekeeper was arrested the following day when he admitted selling it to the 
boy. 
   
THREE. I think everyone agrees that it's an unusual knife. Pretty hard to 
forget something like that. 
  
FOUR. The storekeeper identified the knife and said it was the only one of its 
kind he had in stock. Why did the boy get it?  
  
THREE [sarcastically] As a present for a friend of his, he says.  
 
FOUR Am I right so far? 
   
EIGHT. Right.  
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FOUR [standing at R stage]. Next, the boy claims that on the way home the 
knife must have fallen through a hole in his coat pocket, that he never saw it 
again. Now there's a story, folks. You know what actually happened. The boy 
took the knife home, and a few hours later stabbed his father with it and even 
remembered to wipe off the fingerprints.  
 
THREE [holding up knife]. Everyone connected with the case identified this 
knife. Now are you trying to tell me that someone picked it up off the street 
and went up to the boy's house and stabbed his father with it just to be 
amusing?  
 
EIGHT. No. I'm saying that it's possible that the boy lost the knife and that 
someone else stabbed his father with a similar knife. It's possible. 
 
THREE. The boy lied and you know it.  
 
EIGHT [crossing back to his seat, sitting].  And maybe he didn't lie. Maybe he 
did lose the knife and maybe he did go to the movies. Maybe the reason the 
cashier didn't see him was because he sneaked into the movies, and maybe he 
was ashamed to say so. [Looks around.] Is there anybody here who didn't sneak 
into the movies once or twice when they were young? [There is a long silence.]  
 
FOUR [to THREE]. How do you like this guy?    
 
THREE [shrugs and turns to EIGHT]. Well, what do you say? You're the one 
holding up the show.  
 
FOUR [to EIGHT]. Obviously you don't think the boy is guilty.  
 
EIGHT. I have a doubt in my mind.  
 
FOUR. But you haven't really presented anything to us that makes it possible 
for us to understand your doubt. There's the old man downstairs. He heard it. 
He heard the kid shriek it out... 
 
EIGHT.  I've got a proposition to make. I want to call for a vote. I want you 
eleven people to vote by secret ballot. I'll abstain. If there are still eleven votes 
for guilty, I won't stand alone. We'll take in a guilty verdict right now.  
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THREE [after brief pause for the vote]. All right! Who did it? What idiot 
changed his vote? 
 
EIGHT. Is that the way to talk about a man's life?  
 
THREE. Whose life are you talking about? The life of the dead man or the life 
of a murderer?  
 
ELEVEN. A secret ballot; we agreed on that point, no? If this person wants it 
to remain a secret... 
 
THREE [standing up angrily]. What do you mean? There are no secrets in here! 
I know who it was.  [Turns to FIVE:] 
 
THREE: What's the matter with you? You come in here and you vote guilty 
and then this-- [Nods toward EIGHT] slick preacher starts to tear your heart out 
with stories about a poor little kid who just couldn't help becoming a murderer. 
So you change your vote. If that isn't the most sickening...  [FIVE edges away in 
his chair.]  
 
EIGHT. This is a man's life. 
 
FOUR. What are you giving us here?  
  
EIGHT. An el train takes ten seconds to pass a given point, or two seconds per 
car. That el had been going by the old man's window for at least six seconds 
and maybe more before the body fell, according to the woman. The old man 
would have had to hear the boy say, 'Tm going to kill you," while the front of 
the el was roaring past his nose. It's not possible that he could have heard it.  
 
THREE. Well, I disagree. 
  
FOUR [to THREE]. Let's hear him through, anyway. 
   
EIGHT. But supposing the old man really did hear the boy say 'Im going to 
kill you." This phrase-- how many times has each of you used it? Probably 
hundreds. "If you do that once more, Junior, I'm going to murder you." 
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"Come on, Rocky, kill him!'-- We say it every day. This doesn't mean that 
we're really going to kill someone. 
 
FOUR. Don't the circumstances alter that somewhat?  
 
THREE. The old man was murdered. One thing more. The phrase was 'I'm 
going to kill you.' And the kid screamed it out at the top of his lungs. 
  
FOUR. That's the way I understand it.   
 
THREE. Now don't try and tell me he didn't mean it. Anybody says a thing 
like that the way he said it-- they mean it. 
   
EIGHT. Well, let me ask you this. Do you really think the boy would shout 
out a thing like that so the whole neighborhood would hear it? I don't think so. 
He's much too bright for that. 
 
THREE. You come in here with your heart bleeding all over the floor about 
slum kids and injustice and you make up these wild stories, and you've got 
some soft-hearted old ladies listening to you. Well, I'm not. I'm getting real 
sick of you. [To ALL.] What's the matter with you people? This kid is guilty! 
He's got to burn! We're letting him slip through our fingers. 
 
EIGHT [calmly]. Our fingers. Are you his executioner?  
 
THREE [raging]. I'm one of 'em! 
  
EIGHT. Perhaps you'd like to pull the switch.  
  
THREE [shouting]. For this kid? You bet! I'd like to pull the switch!  
  
EIGHT [shaking his head sadly]. I'm sorry for you.  
 
THREE [shouting]. Don't start with me! 
 
EIGHT. What it must feel like to want to pull the switch…  
 
THREE. Shut up! 
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EIGHT. You're a sadist. 
  
THREE [louder]. Shut up! 
 
EIGHT [his voice strong]. You want to see this boy die because you personally 
want it-- not because of the facts. [Spits out words.] You are a beast. You disgust 
me. 
 
 
 
 
 
	


